13th Workshop on Geographic Information Retrieval
GIR’19

November 28 – 29, 2019
Lyon, France

Workshop Venue

The workshop takes place in Claude Bernard Lyon 1 University

Campus LyonTech la DOUA - Université Lyon 1

Nautibus building (ground floor)
8 - 10 Boulevard Niels Bohr
69100 Villeurbanne
Access by train

- **Arriving at Lyon Part-Dieu station (preferably)**
  Take either the tramway T1 direction *IUT-Feyssine* or T4 direction *DOUA-Gaston Berger*, get off at stop *Université Lyon 1*.

- **Arriving at Lyon Perrache station**
  Take the metro line A direction *Vaulx en Velin la Soie*, get off at stop *Charpennes* and then take tramway T1 direction *IUT-Feyssine* or T4 direction *DOUA-Gaston Berger* and get off at stop *Université Lyon 1*.

Access by plane

- **Arriving at Lyon Saint-Exupéry Airport**
  Take the *Rhône Express* airport shuttle for downtown Lyon (*Centre de Lyon / Lyon Part-Dieu* train station) which runs every 15 min, get off at stop *Lyon Part-Dieu* (terminus). Then, take the tramway T4 direction *DOUA-Gaston Berger* and get off at stop *Université Lyon 1*.

Access by road

- **By the eastern bypass or northern ring road**
  Take the ring road to the north (direction Paris, Roanne, Lyon-centre, Northern ring road, porte de la Pape), then take the exit 6A Porte de la Doua, direction Lyon-Centre. After 800 m, turn right on the Laurent Bonnevay Boulevard/N383. Follow on the Laurent Bonnevay Boulevard during 1,5 Km, at the traffic lights turn left. Follow the Niels Bohr Boulevard until the Nautibus Building (entrance street André-Marie Ampère on the parking side).
Map of the Campus ‘La DOUA – Lyon Tech’
Hotels

Lyon is a well-known tourist destination and has many hotels. Here are some suggestions:

Near the venue

- **Hotel IBIS Styles**: 130 Boulevard du 11 Novembre 1918, 69100 Villeurbanne
- **Hotel des Congrès**: Place du Commandant Rivière, 69100 Villeurbanne
- **Hotel Mercure Charpennes**: 7 place Charles Hernu, 69100 Villeurbanne

Near Part-Dieu train station

- **Companile Lyon Part-Dieu**: 31 rue Maurice Flandin, 69003 Lyon
- **Hotel IBIS Styles**: 54 rue de la Villette, 69003 Lyon
- **Hotel Mercure**: 50 rue de la Villette, 69003

Near downtown

- **Hotel des Célestins**: 4 rue des Archers, 69002 Lyon
Workshop Dinner

The workshop dinner will take place on Thursday, 19:45 at
Chez Chabert (Bouchon Lyonnais)
13/14 Quai Romain Rolland, 69005 Lyon
https://chezchabert.com/

Please note that the dinner is not included in your registration fee and organized on a self-pay basis.